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To the Queensland Parliament

DO NOT extend the State of Emergency.

You have not a single thread of evidence to support this decision.
The exaggerated numbers of covid infections and subsequent covid deaths has been
significantly and repeatedly overstated and your own Ministers have communicated as
such with the public. 

So why then the need for a State of Emergency when “Covid” Deaths are 38th on the list
of cause of death.
This has become a cynical exercise in government control.

Statistics continue to show that any of the “Covid” rates and or severity of infection and or
death, are no worse than the seasonal flu. In fact the recent revisions shows the data being
used to justify any emergency were fraudulent from the beginning and this was 100%
known. Why the Chief Health Officer and now Govenor General, has a direct conflict of
interest as her husband is paid for by Pfizer. A company by the way is the same company
that has paid the largest corporate fine in history.m The same CHO who directly
recommended against using Modern for fear of adverse reactions.

It is the “Science" backed decisions to social distance, wear a mask to reduce spread and to
isolate when infected that are in fact the root cause of any perceived Emergency. YOU
DID THIS!

I have had to sit by and watch my three kids make a potentially life altering decision to
take an experimental vaccine that you have mandated. An experimental gene altering drug
meant to protect, while not once discussing any alternative in regards to eating better,
getting exercise and take some known, Nobel award winning, prophylactics. 

You have forced my children and my wife and I to bare the burden of managing infected
kids in the prime of their life. A son waiting to find Myocarditis, a daughter eating to see if
she will bare children. I now must sit back and wait for the well documented side effects of
this experiment that you mandated on my children. A drug that under your signing
provides for the complete indemnity or liability for any injuries, harm or death incurred.

Do to your no jab, now job mandate, my wife has also lost her job. A state mandate which
violates Federal employment rules and regulations. (See the Fair Work Act).These same
mandate are all in direct violation of Codes 1-10 from the Nuremberg Code, evidenced
now with the same measures Qld Parliament are illegally trying to maintain and enforce
until October 2022.

Your decisions over the last two years have saved not one individual in any way shape or
form. You have however caused irreparable damage to the essence and core of any stable
and functioning society, FAMILY. To pit family against family, neighbour against
neighbour, employer against employee and even worse the rights and liberties of the
individual against harm from Government.
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